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An exhibition of original artwork by 26 Canadian artists 
in collaboration with 26 writers from the UK and Ireland.  



26 Atlantic Crossings

An exhibition of original artwork by 26 Canadian artists in collaboration with 26 writers 
from the UK and Ireland.  

August 22 – 24, 2014.

Distance often makes the heart grow fonder.  When it is the Atlantic Ocean that 
causes that distance, yearnings for connection frequently surface.  Members from 
Prince Edward County Studio Tour and 26.org.uk joined together to see if connections 
between two minds, two cultures, between the visual and literary arts, could be made.  
The project was called 26 Atlantic Crossings. 26 Canadian artists were paired with 26 
writers from the UK and Ireland.  Each artist provided an original piece of artwork and 
their paired writer, using the theme of Atlantic crossings, responded, gave voice, in 
exactly 62 words.  Why 62?  26, the number of letters in the alphabet, in reflection.   
A cross fertilisation of creativity ensued.  A kind of hybrid vigour arose.

PEC Studio Tour 26.org.uk

Wendy Matthews Faye Sharpe
Joanna McFarland John Simmons
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Scotland

England

Wales

Ireland

Northern Ireland

26 – a writers’ collective

26 is here to inspire a greater love of words, in business and in life. The collective 
started in 2002 with eight people and now includes some 400 members, many 
of whom write for a living, as business writers, novelists, language specialists, 
editors, designers and publishers. Its membership is UK-based but increasingly 
international. 26 has illuminated the alphabet with the British Library, linked up with 
PEN International, written about Shakespeare, the Underground and malt whisky, and 
invented the new literary form ‘sestude’ for projects with major British museums. 26 
takes its name from the number of letters in the alphabet.

26.org.uk

PEC studio tour

For 21 years the annual three-day Prince Edward County Studio Tour has invited 
visitors to meet County artists in their studios to watch them work and learn what 
inspires them. Each year almost 3000 visitors enjoy the self-guided tour of 25 to 35 
studios and galleries throughout the County, an area renowned for its wineries, its 
food and stunning natural beauty.  The tour always promises a weekend of fun and 
discovery with a talented collection of painters, sculptors and potters, as well as 
jewellers, photographers and artists working in wood, glass, iron and fibre.

Visit pecstudiotour.com for more information on the artists and sites.
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26 writers from the UK and Ireland



Ditch Divas
Artist: Margaret McFetridge
Medium: Oil on masonite panel
Dimensions: 48” x 30”
mmcfetridge@sympatico.ca  |  margaretmcfetridge.com

Writer: Neil Baker      
neilthewriter.co.uk

Born in Reading, auspicious for a writer. Child in London. Teenager on Dartmoor. 
Escaped back to the city. And now in sleepy Sussex, a country gent.

After the storm we spread a picnic blanket and lay among the unbending flowers. And 
it occurred to us that our meadow was one square in a tapestry of colour that cloaked 
the sierra. And the two of us were woven into its verdant heart. Yet nothing could be so 
alive or so vivid as my eyes blue and your lips red.
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/mcfetridge.shtml


Definitely Not the Suburbs
Artist: Stewart Jones
Medium: Oil on canvas
Dimensions: 36” x 36”
studiohousePEC.com  |  stewartjones.ca

Writer: Faye Sharpe      
faye@maraposa.co.uk | TheSecretArchaeologist.co.uk

I was born in Toronto and raised on the shores of Lake Ontario. When I was 9 I decided 
Surrey would be the adult Faye’s home. 

Flies buzz and rise from the dumpster  
And a Coke bottle rolls to the gutter.
It’s a hot one today, 
in the land of opportunity.  

A man dreams of his wife and kids, 
Faraway hopes of a house with a garden.  
He needs a job.  Today.
In this land of opportunity. 

Siren screams, kitchen smells, beery voices ricochet.
An open door beckons.
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/jones.shtml


Spring Vessel
Artist: Andrea Piller
Medium: Stoneware
Dimensions: 48cm x 38cm
andreapiller.wix.com/ceramics  |  ajpiller@gmail.com

Writer: Carol McKay      
carolmckay.co.uk  |  carolmckay@blueyonder.co.uk

I’m from ‘the dear green place’ – Glasgow – a distillation from around Scotland, 
including Argyll, Dundee and Shetland, with a dash of Sligo on Ireland’s west coast. 

 
For three days in a lifeboat on that hostile grey ocean
my grandfather ached for earth without water:

Footprints pressed in the white sands at Brodick;
Ontario flatlands beyond the St Lawrence.

Cupped in waves, his clay heart brimming,
he dreamed of migrants, merchants, home-coming.

Flux, glost and glimmer: a full moon glazing 
the cold hulls of vessels all North Atlantic drifting.
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/piller.shtml


Lady Hare and Cardinal
Artist: Florence Chik-Lau
Medium: Fired clay and wood sculpture
Dimensions: 17” x 7” x 8”
florencechiklau@yahoo.ca  |  chiklau.com

Writer: Kirsten Irving      
kirsten@copythatcopy.com

I was born in Louth and grew up in Marshchapel, Lincolnshire. Moved to Norwich for 
uni and skidaddled to London in 2006. Been here ever since! 

 

I’ve never been over
to the next place over. 
What’s Town? And what is Ontario?

Said Hare: I am seeking
the hare in the moon.
I’m certain that I don’t know.

Said Cardinal: one day
we’ll both be clay.
‘fore then, let us fly to Ontario!

Said Hare: In the moon
all hares are reborn. When he calls,
little redbird, I’ll go.
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/chiklau.shtml


Raptor
Artist: Iris Casey
Medium: Wrapped wire
Dimensions: 17” x 16” x 21”
caseybmw@sympatico.ca  |  iriscasey.com

Writer: Tom Collins      
tb.collins@btinternet.com  |  tomcollinsscribbler.com  |  @tcollins298

I never really understood where I came from until I left it. Genetically Irish, born in 
England, now living in Scotland – wherever I lay my hat… 

 

Mercy killer without mercy.
Hunter.
Dropping silent. Fast.
Faster.
Talons primed.

Raptor,  
sweet bird of death.

‘Survival of the fittest,’ was your cry
and destiny
long before Darwin
dripped
ink 
into  
notebooks.

Your nib writes red:
‘Deliverance’.

Your elegies are told
in feather, blood  
and bone.

Gleaning no pleasure
from the kill,
you do what must be done

and then take wing.
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/casey.shtml


Inspiration
Artist: Maggie Murdoch
Medium: Porcelain clay, handmade glazes
Dimensions: 3” x 6”
info@wellingtonpottery.com  |  wellingtonpottery.com

Writer: Jill Hopper      
uk.linkedin.com/in/jillhopper

Jill has spent the last 14 years flourishing in her adopted city, London, but in many 
ways is still an Essex girl at heart.

 

Toadstools repel and attract in equal measure. 
Slick, fluted, shiny with damp, they erect their limbless trunks, snouts nosing upwards. 
Candy colours can’t disguise their true nature: 
They rise from death and they’d happily consume you too. 
Even their names are fearsome: 
Fly agaric, destroying angel, death cap. 
Their dust-fine spores can travel hundreds of miles; 
These ones have forded the Atlantic.
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/murdoch.shtml


City to Country
Artist: Sam Sakr
Medium: Mixed media
Dimensions: 43” x 65.5”
sakrsam@yahoo.com

Writer: Aimee Chalmers      
aimeechalmers.com  |  aimee.chalmers@btinternet.com

Mount o roses, gowden sands. Couldnae wait tae leave. 
Northwards, city learning... South – opportunity! West – experience. 
The cry o wild geese gars me turn for hame!

 Sam’s Song: Oltramarino 

Magnus Opus: orchestrated extravaganza.
Tremolo, vibrato… angular syncopation!
Hemisemidemiquavers. 
Leitmotiv strikes false note.

Lake Spirit listens to the lie of the land, 
Knows the score.
Bides its time…
Sings: blues to shimmering Lapis Lazuli.
Lingers in a lilt of landscape.
Pastorale: perfect pitch. 

Whispering waves ripple a chiaroscuro chorus.
Counterpoint of deep tones,
Grace notes resonate, add perspective.
Fundamental resolution of discord.
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/sakr.shtml


Striped Tie
Artist: Celia Sage
Medium: Oil on canvas
Dimensions: 18” x 24”
celia_sage@yahoo.com  |  maddoggallery.ca

Writer: Kate B Hall      
katebhall@hotmail.co.uk

Magical London – my home for sixty-eight years, inspiring, noisy, so many voices, 
history, the Thames, the parks and trees, all make me love living here. 

Waiting

in a small place
at different tables
suits and ties 
strangers and friends
known only by their clothes or their hands
there is no music
white starched unbending table cloths
water the blue of tears
no meat no wine for the colour of blood 

hunger creeps anxious into the picture
but the bread is untouched
no one drinks
they watch and wait.
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http://maddoggallery.ca/Mad_Dog/Welcome.html


Synchronized Elegance and Practicality
Artist: David Scott, Pottery31
Medium: Ceramic - stoneware
Dimensions: 3” x 5”
david.scott@pottery31.com  |  pottery31.com

Writer: Anna Dewis      
anna@annadewis.com  |  annadewis.com

I’m from England’s barren Midlands and the no-man’s land that is Hinckley, Leicestershire 
- the long forgotten home of the Hansom cab and numerous pairs of knickers. 

Please Sir, can I have some more?
I can’t hear you in the wings. AN.NUN.CI.ATE
And as for you Sykes
Stop crying and start snarling 
My Bill? Over my dead body
Which I will be, soon 

Torch-song tragedy
There’s a spotlight
But I’m not in it
As long as he needs me?
Well he’s not going to find me in the dark
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/scott.shtml


A Settled Place
Artist: Andrew Innes
Medium: Watercolour on paper
Dimensions: 27” x 32” framed
andrew@andrewinnes.com  |  andrewinnes.com

Writer: Duncan Mackay      
duncan.mackay1@btinternet.com

Raised by wolves in South Yorkshire...but I’m alright nooooooooow! Currently in a cozy 
den near Henley on Thames on the wet border betwixt Oxfordshire and Berkshire.

UNSETTLING THOUGHTS

From Innes drawn on Ynys Môn
Druidic isle of Menai bridges,
au Canada’s landa dripping syrup
the palimpsest of life’s bust fridges.

Manitou dappled, at the edge of
shining waters; time of man
Knowing that it’s all a-blinking,
Fragment of old Nature’s plan

Asteroids of Devil’s copper
Ice walls, two thousand high
Melting outwards rushing waters
Who said that Canada was dry?
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/innes.shtml


Wild 6 – The Great Canadian Landscape
Artist: Sharon Fox Cranston
Medium: Acrylic
Dimensions: 24” x 24” 
sharon@cranstongallery.com  |  cranstongallery.com

Writer: Joan Lennon      
joanlennon@clara.co.uk  |  joanlennon.co.uk

Out of Toronto, by way of Iona, to the Kingdom of Fife, where now I live and write on a 
hill overlooking the silvery River Tay.

They are silent 
They do not alter course
They do not look back
The slope of their shoulders belies
their strength 
Their passage is slow
trailing tracks of snow and blood
stark at first
then
puddling
It will take them time 
to put a girdle round about the earth
but the sky is patient
and will take its colours
from the remains
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/cranston.shtml


Atlantic Crossings: Birds
Artist: Amelie Koning de Bourbon
Medium: Acrylic and oil on canvas
Dimensions: 30” x 40” 
amelie@koning.ca  |  ameliesilks.com  |  artsonmaingallery.ca/ameliekoning

Writer: Ryan Van Winkle      
ramvanwin@gmail.com

Ryan Van Winkle was born and raised in Connecticut but has lived in Edinburgh since 
the 90s. He is Poet in Residence at Edinburgh City Libraries.

I Flew Many Times But

never felt like a bird
nor an open sea
of uncertainty
nor notes plucked

            from a cello
            only heavy

luggage in hold
awaiting the drag
& spin of a rubber belt
all my famished fluttering

          trapped colour 
          full, washable

and ready to tear
at the sight of one
brown worm or
stranger yawning

my only name nested
under his strong dry arm
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/koning.shtml


Paradise Lost
Artist: Terry Culbert
Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Dimensions: 24” x 12” 
countystudio@kos.net  |  countystudio.ca

Writer: Olivia Sprinkel    
sprinkel.co.uk  |  @sustainable_

Wimbledon born, betwixt USA and Finland, lands of my parents, my current co-ordinates 
are on the Greenwich Meridian by the Thames, longitude 0.0, 51st parallel north.

roots
    drip
        dangle
draggle
       hungry
salty now

    tears

   a  way from earth

  I built these turbines     each one
metal on metal      to touch the sky
          sails to wonder by

          the thought in mind
       yet              not believing 
              but        our work is not unseen
                Aeolus marked my labours
              sent the wind that night to us

                 tears 

            away from earth  

          this ark of paradise

       lost
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/culbert.shtml


Frames. They are the picture.
Artist: David Boorne
Medium: Wood sculpture, wall hanging
Dimensions: 79” x 19” 
penguin@kos.net

Writer: Henrietta McKervey    
hmckervey@gmail.com  |  @hmckervey

Born in the north and raised primarily in the south, the pendulum stopped in Dublin, so I 
now live and work roughly halfway between the two. 

In one, today I see a woman. Sepia eyes watch me, dark and all-seeing. 
In another, a baby. Soft arms grab at a toy, a leaf, a something just out of view.
A lake stretches away forever, lost to a hazy, trembling dawn.
And those smaller ones? In them, in all of them, I can see only the day I met you. 
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/boorne.shtml


The Unseen
Artist: Barb Hogenauer
Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Dimensions: 36” x 24” 
countystudio@kos.net  |  countystudio.ca

Writer: Chris Bird   
wordbirdchris@gmail.com  |  @wordbirdchris

Originally a West Country girl, on coming to London I washed up amongst the flotsam and 
jetsam of a houseboat community in Chelsea, and felt instantly at home. However far I 
wander, the boats still anchor me.

The squall hits at dusk, blackening the sky 
Like a three-day bruise,
Shrouding the mountain in sulphurous mists

Red sandstone runoff bloodies the sea,
And icy flames of phosphorescence – 
Blooming phytoplankton and disturbed crustacea –
Flicker on the ship’s churning wake 

Old World émigrés cross themselves, 
Filling with foreboding for their journey’s end,
But Canada holds no Ellis Island-like inquisition:
This is home.
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/culbert.shtml


The Bridge Between
Artist: Kirei Samuel
Medium: Glass, foam, leather, nails
Dimensions: 3’3” x 7” x 10” 
lalalandglassstudio@gmail.com  |  lalalandglassstudio.com

Over here! 
I’m the king of the crustaceans me. See my splendidly splayed tail, the arch of my 
majestic back. 
Whoa … back it up! 
What’s this? I can’t make head nor tail of it. My butts look too big. Besides my head’s just 
not in it, so I’m hightailin’ it outta here. I’m sooo over this bridge, I’m packed to go. 

Writer: Mike Gogan   
mike.gogan@gmail.com

Of Dublin. Its river bridged by Irish writers’ names. 
Born under the shadow, shelter and shenanigans of the tower at Sandycove where James 
Joyce’s Ulysses opens.
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/samuel.shtml


Compass Roses
Artist: Joanna McFarland
Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Dimensions: 48” x 60” 
joannamcfarland@bell.net  |  joannamcfarland.ca

Writer: Sophie Gordon   
sophie@gordon1.eu  |  @Soph_Gordon

Born in London. Moved north to Glasgow, my hometown. Spent a fond four years in 
Edinburgh. Returned to where it all began. A thoroughly British Scot.

I’ll fill a vase with compass roses.
Each bloom – a journey not yet travelled.
Every petal – a step along the way.

These are rambling roses,
climbing roses,
getting lost and found again roses.

They scale mountains.
They cross oceans.

They thrive on imagination,
and flourish under an adventurous hand.

I’ll fill a vase with compass roses.
They help me find my way.
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/mcfarland.shtml


Star Bound
Artist: Paul Ross
Medium: Wood, rope, wax, linen, shells and beads
Dimensions: 17” x 11”, three dimensional 
paul@paulrosswoodturning.com  |  paulrosswoodturning.com

Writer: Francis Glibbery   
fg@francisglibbery.com  |  francisglibbery.com

Born in a field. Raised in the Lakes. Spent several years at sea. Always adrift in words. 
Lives and still works in a cliff-like London square. 

Serendipitously culled,
rough hewn yet
carefully nurtured,
I am ready
to be transformed
by man.
In his hands,
on his lathe,
I will become 
an echoing void where
a myriad living thoughts
abide.
Lovingly shaped, polished, 
ebony finialed,
cradled in ink-dyed oak,
my spalted form, 
sealed with waxen linen, 
bound in threaded rope, 
shelled and beaded in 
mystery, 
embraces its
stellar future. 
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/ross.shtml


Red Wrapped Vase
Artist: Mark Armstrong
Medium: Blown glass
Dimensions: 30cm tall 
mark@armstrongglassworks.com  |  armstrongglassworks.com

Born In Fire
He blew life into my molten bulb and I grew to become myself. Soft as toffee from a 
hot pocket, he worked my form until his eyes and fingers said “Enough”. Then on went 
a helter-skelter of spun sugar, a gossamer of golden thread wrapped around my ruby 
lozenge. Born in fire, my first form gave no hint of my final beauty. 

Writer: Roger Horberry   
roger@rogerhorberry.com  |  rogerhorberry.com  |  @rogerhorberry

By day I’m a freelance copywriter for all manner of London agencies, by night I make 
wilfully obscure music.
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/armstrong.shtml


Rip Tide
Artist: Dayna Law
Medium: Acrylic
Dimensions: 34” x 28” 
dayna@daynalaw.com  |  daynalaw.com

Never a tug. 
Never a pull so rare and exquisite did ever drag you before. 
From the safety of the shore.
Into such murky depths.
It preys on the weak. In deep. 
From cool blue to harsh red passion you fall. Sand scrapes smooth skin.
Borne away from your life, consumed in another.
Until the swell separates limbs. A tear. Escape.
RIP.

Writer: Suz Cunliffe   
@suziecunliffe

Northern bird from Lytham in Lancashire, by the sea. Flew via Sheffield and London. Now 
nesting in Porthleven down’t bottom of Cornwall. By the sea again!  
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/law.shtml


From the Bottom of the Sea
Artist: Jan Duffy
Medium: Mixed media – stoneware and copper
Dimensions: 24” long
janduffy@pottery31.com  |  pottery31.com

Authority
 
I wear it under my coat, kindly.
There’s no need for them to pause and bow,
As I stroll along the high street, having a bit of a mingle.
When I wear it, I rule.
I know it.
They know it.
It’s not the done thing to draw attention
Except high days and holidays, when tradition demands.
All the same, I rule.

Writer: Sarah McCartney   
@SarahMcCartney

Born in Redcar, Yorkshire (now Cleveland), then lived in Boldon, County Durham (now Tyne 
& Wear), ending up in Ealing, Greater London (which was in Middlesex). 
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/scott.shtml


Spirit Dancers 
Artist: Mel Wilder
Medium: Blown glass
Dimensions: 16” x 4”
mel@bloomfieldstudios.com  |  bloomfieldstudios.com

Spirit waits. Each soft glowing listens while gathering movements pattern 
reconnecting. Parts that were once disconnected wait, too; new form measuring new 
beginning. Light wonders what treasure will be carried, crossing to recognise its 
untapped source. Spirit sees. You and I, we are lucky. Calm reflects a glimmer of itself, 
bends one more time and we are. The luminous selves we remember.

Writer: Helen Kielt   
@helenkielt

Lios na Muc in the Irish. Born, raised, living and writing from this dot of green, somewhere 
near the middle of Northern Ireland.
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/wilder.shtml


The Crossing
Artist: Susan Wallis
Medium: Encaustic
Dimensions: 48” x 20”
susanwallis@kos.net  |  maddoggallery.ca

I huff and puff and blow my essence past our jagged green coastline, over spiky 
conifers and leafy maples, across perilous oceans, collecting barnacles of seabird 
guano and zephyr detritus that re-mould me mile after mile. Will you welcome me to 
your stony shore, prick my carapace, and breathe deeply the precious molecules and 
memories I send you in this whispered hello?

Writer: Lee Randall  
randallwrites.wordpress.com  |  @randallwrites

Child of immigrant ancestors; émigré from New York to Edinburgh; busy reconciling new 
world ideas to an old world setting while glowering endlessly at the weather.  
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http://maddoggallery.ca/Mad_Dog/Welcome.html


Highland Descent
Artist: J. Douglas Thompson
Medium: Acyrlic on canvas
Dimensions: 48” x 72”
jdouglasthompson@gmail.com  |  jdthompson.net

We all hope for light

It’s hope that lets the light come in.
At that touchpoint,
just the fleeting kiss
between rocksolid reality
of  mountains rooted in earth
and the soaring fantasy
of the sky’s waving
sometimes brooding
sometimes bruising clouds.

Where the heavens
meet land and water
creating the bright blush of light:
that’s where hope
streams through.
It’s light that lets the hope come in.

Writer: John Simmons  
johnsimmons@blueyonder.co.uk  |  26fruits.co.uk/blog  |  @JNSim

Born in London, live and work here too, between trips further afield. Even went to school 
in central London. Now in Muswell Hill, to be precise. 
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/thompson.shtml


Blue Gypsy
Artist: Colleen Wilder
Medium: Handmade flame-worked glass beads with silver accents
Dimensions: 16” in length
colleen@bloomfieldstudios.com  |  bloomfieldstudios.com

Who’s going to wear you? I wonder. And where? At a party, could be. To a wedding - 
maybe. Or you could be a gift. Given lovingly. Illicitly. Shyly. Brazenly. Would you tell 
me what you see? A face lit up with delight. Or dulled by disappointment. Given – but, 
too late. Promise me you’ll come back and tell me what you’ve seen.

Writer: Neil Fletcher  
neil.fletcher75@gmail.com 

Born and raised in Winchester, I travelled to Sheffield, Giessen and Leningrad to study. 
Then I settled in South London and now explore from there.  
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/wilder.shtml


Girl with the Pearl Necklace
Artist: Pamela Carter
Medium: Oil on canvas
Dimensions: 30” x 40”
pamelacarterstudio@gmail.com  |  pamelacarterstudio.com

Grandfather’s idea; Old World to New.
He’d heard tell of dunes and fishing,
But mostly of work; 
Of breaking free.

She’d never visited,
That other island - wet, faraway - they insisted, somehow, was ‘home’
Mother went once; little silver balls around her neck. A deliberate provocation.

Yesterday they buried Mother. 
Today the cousins would visit her at work,
Because, ‘they cared’. 

Broken. 

Free?

Writer: Nick Jefferson  
jeffersoniaunlimited.com 

A Londoner, by way of Oxford. And the hot hills of Southern Spain. 
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http://www.pecstudiotour.com/carter.shtml
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